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RESOLUTION

For consideration is the Motion for Bail ad cautelam dated
May 29,2017 filed by accused-movant Jessica Lucila G. Reyes,
through counsel.

Accused-movant Reyes insists that there is no evidence of
her guilt for the crime of plunder as charged. Hence, there being
no evidence, let alone strong evidence, she should be entitled to
bail as a matter of right, citing People vs. Donato (G.R. No.
79269, June 5, 1991), among others, to support her claim.
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In the interim, accused-movant Reyes filed a Motion
seeking to recuse the Hon. Amparo M. Cabotaje-Tang,
Chairperson of the Third Division, from further participating in
the instant cases. However, this is altogether another matter.

Eventually, the subject Motion for Bail was treated as an
application for bail and was set for reception of evidence for the
prosecution (Order, June 5,2017).

A Motion to set the bail hearings dated September 25,
2017 was subsequently filedby accused-movant Reyes, through
counsel.

In the aforementioned Motion, accused-movant Reyes
distinctly manifested, to wit - -

3. In its Resolution dated 16 October 2015,
denying the bail application of her co-accused Janet
L. Napoles ("co-accused Napoles"), the Honorable
Court identified the nineteen (19) witnesses
presented by the Prosecution during the bail
hearings namely, Carmencita N. Delantar, Susan P.
Garcia, Ryan P. Medrano, Marina Cortez Sula, Mary
Arlene Joyce Baltazar, Eldred P. Tumbocon,
Francisco o. Collado, Jr., Bartolome Ramos, Ricardo
V. Revita, Rodolfo A. Mendoza, Imelda Alvarado
Eudenio, Shiela May C~bedo, Elyzer C. Chavez,
Benito D. Siadto, Florencio Benitez, Jose C. Ginez,
Merlina P. Suiias, Benhur K. Luy and Ruby Chan
Tuason.

4. The Prosecution has declared that the above-
mentioned witnesses will be the same witnesses
against accused Reyes.

5. To expedite her bail hearings which are
mandated to be summary in nature, accused
(movant) Reyes is willing to accept the testimonies of
these witnesses to dispense with their re-
presentation by the Prosecution at her bail hearings,
except the followingwitnesses: (1) Susan P. Garcia,
(2) Marina C. Sula, (3) Merlita P. Suiias, (4) Benhur
K. Luy and (5) Ruby C. Tuason, whom she needs to
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cross-examine to show that there is no evidence, let
alone strong evidence, of her guilt for the crime of
Plunder as charged.

The first recalled prosecution witness was Benhur K. Luy.
Summarizing his previous lengthy testimony received during
the hearing on the Petition for Bail of accused Napoles (pp. 105
- 195, Resolution, October 16,2015), prosecution witness Luy
testified that he was employed by accused Napoles as her
personal assistant in 2002-2003 and finance officer from 2004-
2012 and, as such, recorded the daily financial disbursements
and prepared documents, among others. He also served as
president of the Social Development Program for Farmers
Foundation, Inc. (SDPFFI), one of the non-government
organizations (NGO)created by accused Napoles and attested to
the Summary of Rebates/Kickback of accused Enrile in the
aggregate amount of P172,834,500.00, which he prepared
based on the Daily Disbursement Report (DDR)of their office,
where all daily transactions were recorded. He likewise
identified several Special Allotment Release Orders (SAROs)
pertaining to accused Enrile and vouchers for the
rebates/kickbacks as well as commissions of the middlemen.

Aside from outlining the stages of the scheme/process
utilized in amassing and accumulating wealth out of the Priority
Development Assistance Fund (PDAF)funded projects of the
legislators, prosecution witness Luy recounted meetings with
Ruby Tuason, the alleged middleman of accused Enrile,
sometime in 2004-2006 regarding the P31.9 million
Department of Agriculture (DA) project, with an agreed
kickbacks/rebates of 40%-500/0for accused Enrile after a 5%
tax deduction made by accused Napoles with Tuason receiving
a 50/0commission. Being the finance of:Q.cerof JLN Corporation,
he was tasked to prepare the money for the agreed kickbacks of
accused Enrile and all the documents concerning the PDAFof
accused Enrile. At this stage, the first tranche of the kickbacks,
which is half of the 40%-500/0of the total project cost after 5%
tax deduction, would be delivered/picked-up at the office of
accused Napoles by spouses Butch and Ruby Tuason, Maria
Theresa De Joya (De Joyal, or Atty. Villamor from the years
2004-2012 and which were recorded in the DDRs based on the



signed disbursement vouchers' as instructed by accused
Napoles.

Relative to accused-movant Reyes, prosecution witness
Luy further recalled that sometime in 2010, P30 million was
sent to the La Vista house of accused-movant Reyes through
John de Asis, the driver of accused Napoles. He also identified
different Letters of Authority (LOA)and endorsement letters
from the officeof accused Enrile, one through accused- movant
Reyes, then Chief of Staff of accused Enrile, endorsing the NOOs
of accused Napoles, namely: National Agri-Business
Corporation and Countrywide Agri and Rural Economic
Development Foundation, Inc. (CARED), as the NOO co-
operator in the implementation of his PDAF-funded projects.
These letters also authorized one Atty. Jose Antonio
Evangelista, the then Deputy Chief of Staff of accused Enrile, to
sign and follow up the project to ensure its timely and proper
implementation. He then recalled having talked to Atty.
Evangelista over the phone on several occasions regarding the
SAROs and about the kickbacks. He also remembered talking
to accused-movant Reyes once inquiring however merely on an
Owen diet.

Prosecution witness Luy, likewise, identified several
endorsement letters bearing the name of Atty. Evangelista
addressed to specific NOOs of accused Napoles to implement
the PDAF-funded projects of accused Enrile. Moreover, he
identified several Memorandum ofAgreements (MOAs)executed
by and between the presidents of the different NOOs of accused
Napoles and Atty. Evangelista.

He further narrated that, upon receiving the finalized and
signed endorsement letters and Memorandum of Agreement
and after verification were made that the NOOs endorsed were
that of accused Napoles, the second tranche, the remaining half
of the 40%-50%> kickback of accused Enrile, would then be
given following the same procedure as the first payment.

Prosecution witness Luy additionally testified having
submitted fake liquidation documents such as official receipts,
sales invoices, delivery receipts, certificates of acceptance,
inspection reports, independent auditor's reports,
accomplishment or terminal reports, and lists of beneficiaries
as requirements for the liquidation of the funds as required by
the implementing agencies.
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When cross-examined for the subject Motion for Bail of
accused-movant Reyes, prosecution witness Luy testified that
the middlemen were not equipped with any authority/special
power of attorney coming from accused Enrile. Neither did
accused-movant Reyes nor Atty. Evangelista convey to him that
Ruby Tuason was authorized to transact business with the
office of accused Enrile. He, however, had the impression that
Ruby Tuason was the middleman because she had repeatedly
acted as an agent/liaison in exchange for the LOA,endorsement
letters, SAROs,and MOAof accused Enrile despite his (Luy)not
seeing accused Enrile and accused Napoles together to discuss
the PDAF transaction. He also did not personally see Tuason
hand the money.

Prosecution witness Luy further noted in the Summary of
Rebates, that the only entry for the year 2010, particularly
November 11, 2010, indicated that P30 million cash was
delivered by John Raymund to accused-movant Reyes. But he
(Luy)admitted not having seen John Raymund de Asis deliver
the said amount to accused-movant Reyes nor can he show
proof that the latter actually received the same. He added that
the DDR pertaining to the P30 million supposedly released to
accused Enrile through accused -movant Reyeswas recorded on
June 11,2010, yet the name of Atty. Reyes or John Raymund
de Asis does not appear in the said document. It was likewise
not indicated on the document whether the amount was given
as a rebate.

Further, prosecution witness Luy admitted forging
signatures in the incorporation papers of several NGOs of
accused Napoles as well as the required liquidation documents,
as instructed by accused Napoles. He noted that the MOAfor
the P31.9 million DAproject was signed by accused Enrile but
the other documents pertaining to the same were signed by
Deputy Chief of Staff, Atty. Evangelista. He could not however
recall any MOAsigned by accused-movant Reyes, as the Chief
of Staff of accused Enrile.

Additionally, he identified the SAROsof the PDAF-funded
projects of accused Enrile and tallied the rebates/kickbacks
received by Ruby Tuason supposedly for accused Enrile from
2004-2010 as well as her (Tuason) commission for the said
projects. In sum, the total project cost is P424, 180,000.00 while
the total rebates is PI67,604,000.00, which differs from the
version of the prosecution of P172 million and that of the



witness' previous testimony of P128,655,000.00. Even so, he
never heard any complaints about the rebates except on a single
instance when Tuason complained of a missing P500,000.00
sometime in 2008-2009. He insisted, however, that even if he
did not see Tuason personally hand the rebates/kickbacks to
accused Enrile, his proof that accused Enrile received them
from Tuason were the projects, endorsement letters, project
listings, MOAs, and payments made by the implementing
agency to the NGOsof accused Napoles.

On re-direct testimony, prosecution witness Luy added
that it was accused Napoles who determined the percentages
and amounts to be given to accused Enrile as well as the
commissions ofRuby Tuason. His function, upon instruction of
accused Napoles, was merely to give the money, prepare the
disbursement vouchers and record the same in the DDRs. He
explained that the reason for not recording the alleged mi\sing
P500,000.00 was because he did not pay such and was not
instructed to record the same.

For his re-cross examination testimony, prosecution
witness Luy confirmed that he did not accompany driver de Asis
when the P30 million rebate was delivered to accused-movant
Reyes in her La Vista house but he caused the preparation of
the said kickback. He also recalled givingcommissions to Ruby
Tuason of at least P9 million in total and heard no complaints
about it.

Thereafter, prosecution witness Marina C. Sula was
recalled to the witness stand. In summary, her testimony
received during the bail hearing of accused Napoles (pp. 56 -
74, Resolution, October 16, 2015) indicated that she was the
finance clerk of accused Napoles whose main functions include
paying payables, renewing permits, securing registration of
NGOs and business entities since 2002. Her other functions
were to supply the names of the incorporators for the NGOsof
accused Napoles and forging some of the signatures in the
required documents for registration with the Securities and
Exchange Commission (SEC). She also falsified liquidation
documents of the PDAFsuch as the list of beneficiaries.

Some of NGOs established by her are the following
(1) Masaganang Ani Para sa Magsasaka Foundation, Inc.
MAMFI (Marina Sula, president); (2) Peoples Organization
for Progress and Development, Inc. POPDF (Merlina Suftas);



(3) Social Development Program for Farmers Foundation, Inc.
SDPFFI (Benhur Luy); (4)Countrywide Agriand Rural Economic
Development Foundation, Inc. CARED (Mylene Encarnacion);
(5)Agrikultura Para sa Magsasaka Foundation (Merlina Sunas);
and, (6) Agrikultura Para sa Magbubukid Foundation, Inc.
APMFI (Evelyn De Leon). These NGOs, along with 20 other
bogus foundations of accused Napoles, were used to facilitate
the implementation of the PDAFof the lawmakers in exchange
for rebates or commissions.

Prosecution witness Sula also testified that she never saw
accused Enrile or accused-movant Reyes deal with accused
Napoles regarding the PDAF-funded projects. She was also not
present when Ruby Tuason supposedly gave money to accused
Enrile or accused-movant Reyes. Relative to the missing
P500,000.00 complained about by Tuason, this was never
verified, but claimed that she (Sula) was present, together with
accused Napoles, Tuason and Luy,when they placed the money
in a box.

Merlita P. Sun as was the third recalled prosecution
witness. She testified during the bail hearing of accused Napoles
(pp. 88-105, Resolution, October 16,2015) that she functioned
as an account executive of JLN Corporation and assisted in the
preparation of documents like MOA,proposals and liquidation
documents. She also assisted prosecution witness Sula in
incorporating the NGOs of accused Napoles and forged some
signatures of the incorporators upon the instructions of
accused Napoles.

She further testified that she saw the draft endorsement
letters prepared by prosecution witness Luy and the project
listings for the PDAFof accused Enrile faxed or e-mailed to the
latter's office. She also kept copies of the documents but the
originals were with accused Napoles. However, she admitted
never seeing accused Enrile, accused-movant Reyes or Atty.
Evangelista sign documents or even talked or met with accused
Napoles or Ruby Tuason.

Thereafter, the prosecution recalled witness Susan P.
Garcia, the then Assistant Commissioner of the Commission on
Audit (COA).She testified (pp. 17 - 48, Resolution, October 16,
2015) that she was the one who supervised the conduct of the
Special Audit in 2010 relative to the PDAFof accused Enrile.
She also outlined the steps undertaken by her Special Audit



team. She no longer sent any confirmation letters to accused-
movant Reyes to determine whether or' not the signatures
appearing in the letters were genuine signatures because the
office of accused Enrile already affirmed and confirmed the
authenticity of the signatures and other documents presented.
The validation/reply confirmations dated March 21, 2012 and
August 2, 2012 came from accused Enrile and Atty.
Evangelista, respectively. In August 29, 2013, after the Special
Audit Report was released, Atty. Evangelista sent another letter
indicating his mistake in his previous reply and declared that
some of the signatures of accused-movant Reyes on the PDAF
documents were forged and that he failed to show her (Reyes)
the documents purportedly bearing her signatures.
Nevertheless, prosecution witness Garcia maintained that the
documents that Atty. Evangelista confirmed to have been forged
were irrelevant because all pertinent documents were actually
confirmed, hence, they did not find it necessary to
validate/confirm the same with accused-movant Reyes.

Prosecution witness Garcia further identified six (6)letters
regarding the PDAFprojects bearing the signatures of accused-
movant Reyes. It was in these letters where accused-movant
Reyes informed the different implementing agencies of the
release of the SAROs for implementation, giving authority to
Atty. Evangelista to sign documents and ensure the proper
implementation of the project. She noted that the respective
dates of the letters were all subsequent to the dates of issuance
and release of the SAROs and the Notices of Cash Allocations
Issued (NCAI).

The common scheme, as observed by prosecution witness
Garcia, adopted in the processing of the SAROs was also
detailed by her - - (1) it starts with a letter from the office of
accused Enrile addressed to an implementing agencies (i. e.
NLDC,TRCor NABCOR)informing its president that he (Enrile)
named Atty. Evangelista as his authorized representative to sign
the pertinent documents and insure the proper implementation
of the project; (2) the designation of the specific NGOs that
would implement the project and the submission of project
proposals by the chosen NGOs; (3) the execution of the MOAs
with the implementing agencies, the designated NGOs and the
office of accused Enrile as the named parties; (4) after
submission of the MOA, a check would then be issued in
the name of the NGO identified and released accordingly; and,



(5) the submission of the liquidation documents to the
implementing agencies.

In their Special Audit Report, prosecution witness Garcia
testified that she never saw any project proposal, MOAs,
accomplishments reports, inspection and acceptance reports,
certificate of acceptance or disbursement reports signed by
accused-movant Reyes. She was also unable to find any
document that accused-movant Reyes received any proceeds of
the PDAF from the DBM or any check from any of the
implementing agencies.

Finally, the prosecution presented Ruby Chan Tuason. In
her previous testimony (pp. 195 - 202, Resolution, October 16,
2015), she testified that she made deliveries of kickbacks to
accused-movant Reyes in the years 2006-2009. However, in her
testimony on cross examination, she had no detailed
recollection or proof ofany kind regarding the supposed delivery
of money to accused-movant Reyes but merely relied on the
records prepared by prosecution witness Luy. Admitting having
talked to accused-movant Reyes several times, their
conversation did not pertain to the PDAF.

The prosecution filed its Formal Offer of Evidence on
December 8, 2017 while accused-movant Reyes filed her
Comment/Objections on December 11, 2017. On the other
hand, the Formal Offer of Exhibits of accused-movant Reyes
was filed on December 11, 2017 with the prosecution
subsequently filing its Objections on December 13,2017.

Thereafter, the exhibits for both the prosecution and
accused-movant Reyes were admitted as indicated in two (2)
Minute Resolutions issued by this Court, both dated December
14, 2017.

On motion, this Court allowed and received oral
summations from both parties.

Accused-movant Reyes, through her counsel, emphasized
five (5) arguments during the oral summation, to wit - - (1)
individually and collectively, the testimonies of the four (4)
whistleblowers, namely, Marina C. Sula, Merlina Suftas,
Benhur Luy, and Ruby Tuason do not constitute proof evident
that accused-movant Reyes committed the crime of plunder;
(2) the testimony of then COADirector IV Susan Garcia does



not prove that accused-movant Reyes participated in a scheme
to plunder the PDAF of accused Enrile; (3) accused Enrile
and/or accused-movant Reyes were not identified by the
prosecution witnesses as the main plunderers of the PDAFof
accused Enrile; (4) there is no positive proof that accused-
movant Reyes was part of a conspiracy to amass, acquire and
accumulate the PDAF of accused Enrile; and, (5) accused-
movant Reyes is not a flight risk.

On the other hand, the prosecution, in its own oral
summation, reiterated that bail should not be granted to
accused-movant Reyes as the latter is being charged for the
crime of plunder, in conspiracy with public officers.·1t also
maintained that prosecution witness Tuason is a mere witness
not an accuser. The prosecution further re-emphasized its
position.

Bail is the security given for the release of a person in the
custody of the law, furnished by him or a bondsman, to
guarantee his appearance before· the court as required under
the conditions set forth under the Rules of Court. Its purpose is
to obtain the provisional liberty of a person charged with an
offense until his conviction while at the same time securing his
appearance at the trial (Section 1, Rule 114, Rules of Court;
Almeda vs. Villaluz, 66 SCRA 38 cited in Serapio vs.
Sandiganbayan, 396 SCRA443).

The right to bail is a Constitutional right. If the offense is
bailable, admission to bail is a matter of right.

All persons, except those charged with offenses
punishable by reclusion perpetua when the evidence
of guilt is strong, shall, before conviction, be bailable
by sufficient sureties, or to be released on
recognizance as may be provided by law. The right to
bail shall be not be impaired even when the privilege
of the writ of habeas corpus is suspended. Excessive
bail shall not be required.

In the same vein, Section 7, Rule 114 of the Rules of Court
provides - - No person charged with a capital offense, or an
offense punishable by reclusion perpetua or life imprisonment,



shall be admitted to bail when evidence of guilt IS strong,
regardless of the state of the criminal prosecution.

Also, Section 8, Rule 114 reads - - At the hearing of an
application for bail filed by a person who is in custody for the
commission of an offense punishable by death, reclusion
perpetua or life imprisonment, the prosecution has the burden
of showing that evidence of guilt is strong.

Since plunder is a capital offense, the grant of bail IS
therefore discretionary and not a matter of right.

The grant or denial of bail in capital offenses hinges on the
issue of whether or not the evidence of guilt of the accused is
strong (Aleria Jr. vs. Velez, 298 SCRA 611). Thus, there is a
need for the trial court to conduct bail hearings for the
prosecution to prove that the guilt of the accused is strong at
that stage of the proceeding. The defense is also afforded
sufficient opportunity to present evidence, if it wants to.

The determination, however, of whether or not the
evidence of guilt is strong, being a matter of judicial discretion,
remains with the judge. This discretion must be sound, and
exercised within reasonable bounds. Judicial discretion, by its
very nature involves the exercise of the judge's individual
opinion and the law wisely provided that its exercise be guided
by well-known rules, which allowing the judge rational latitude
of the operation of his own individual views, prevent them from
getting out of control (ibid.).

In People vs. Cabral, et al. (G.R. No. 131909. February 18,
1999), our Supreme Court has defined judicial discretion in
relation to the determination of whether proof is evident or the
presumption of guilt is strong, as follows - -

By judicial discretion, the law mandates the
determination of whether proof is evident or the
presumption of guilt is strong. "Proof evident' or
"Evident proof in this connection has been held to
mean clear, strong evidence which leads a well-
guarded dispassionate judgment to the conclusion
that the offense has been committed as charged, that
accused is the guilty agent, and that he will probably
be punished capitally if the law is administered.
"Presumption great" exists when the circumstances



testified to are such that the inference of guilt
naturally to be drawn therefrom is strong, clear, and
convincing to an unbiased judgment and excludes all
reasonable probability of any other conclusion. Even
though there is a reasonable doubt as to the guilt of
accused, if on an examination of the entire record the
presumption is great that accused is guilty of a
capital offense, bail should be refused. (Emphasis and
Italics theirs)

In other words, the test is not whether the
.evidence establishes guilt beyond reasonable doubt
but rather whether it shows evident guilt or a great
presumption of guilt. As such, the court is
ministerially bound to decide which circumstances
and factors are present which would show evident
guilt or presumption of guilt as defined above.

Of note likewise is Enrile vs. Sandiganbayan (G. R. No.
213847, August 18, 2015), where the Supreme Court granted
bail to accused Enrile and exercised its discretion based on the
humanity of the law, as - -

Independently of the merits of the case, is a
circumstance, and the humanity of the law makes it
a consideration which should, regardless of the
charge and the stage of the proceeding, influence the
court to exercise its discretion to admit the prisoner
to bail.

Additionally, in granting or denying bail, this Court is
further guided by Cortes vs. Catral (A.M. No. RTJ-97-1387.
September 10, 1997), to wit - -

1. In all cases, whether bail is a matter of right
or of discretion, notify the prosecutor of the hearing
of the application for bailor require him to submit
his recommendation (Section 18, Rule 114 of the
Rules of Court, as amended);

2. Where bail is a matter of discretion, conduct
a hearing of the application for bail regardless of
whether or not the prosecution refuses to present
evidence to show that the guilt of the accused is



strong for the purpose of enabling the court to
exercise its sound discretion; (Section7 and 8, supra)

3. Decide whether the guilt of the accused is
strong based on the summary of evidence of the
prosecution;

4. If the guilt of the accused is not strong,
discharge the accused upon the approval of the
bailbond (Section 19, supra) Otherwise, petition
should be denied.

This Court recalls that there were already two (2)Petitions
for Bail separately filed by accused Napoles and accused Enrile.
After these were subsequently denied (accused Napoles,
Resolutions, October 16, 2015 and March 2, 2016; accused
Enrile, Resolutions, July 14,2014 and August 8,2014) by this
Court, these same Resolutions were assailed and eventually
elevated, on separate occasions, through Petitions for certiorari,
to the Supreme Court (accused Napoles, GR No. 224162;
accused Enrile, G.R. No. 213847) and were disposed of
separately and on different issues.

It now becomes inevitable that this Court revisit not only
the assailed Resolutions of this Court but also, more
importantly, the Supreme Court Resolutions as there were
findings, particularly in the latter, that delve not only directly
on the facts of this case but also substantively on the
testimonies given by the prosecution witnesses recalled by
accused-movant Reyes.

In the Decision promulgated on November 7, 2017 on the
Petition for certiorari of accused Napoles as well as its
subsequent Resolution promulgated on February 6, 2018, our
Supreme Court en banc found - -

Seeing as it would be difficult to provide direct
evidence establishing the conspiracy among the
accused, the Sandiganbayan may infer it "fromproof
of facts and circumstances which, taken together,
apparently indicate that they are merely parts of
some complete whole. It was therefore unnecessary
for the Sandiganbayan to find direct proof of any
agreement among Napoles, former Senator Enrile
and Reyes. X x x. (emphasis theirs).



Here, the implied conspiracy among Napoles
and his co-accused was proven through various
documentary and testimonial evidence showing that
they acted towards the common goal of
misappropriating the PDAFof former Senator Enrile.

Even the testimonies of prosecution witness
Commissioner Garcia and the beneficiaries were treated as - -

Remarkably, the respective testimonies of
Commissioner Garcia and the supposed beneficiaries
of former Senator Enrile's PDAFwere corroborated
on material points by the whistleblowers.

The testimony of prosecution Tuason was also cited, to wit

x x x. She (referring to prosecution witness Thason)
personally met with Napoles to negotiate the
respective shares of the conspirators, and received
the amount on behalf of former Senator Enrile, which
she subsequently turned over to Reyes (herein accused-
movant).

Further, on the reliance of this Court on the testimonies of
the whistleblowers, the Supreme Court noted - _.

x x x. However, as this Court earlier
discussed, the testimonies of these prosecution
witnesses were consistent, clear, and corroborative of
each other. Other testimonial and documentary
evidence also substantiated the veracity of the
whistleblowers' statements during the bail hearing.

With the foregoing elucidations made by our Supreme
Court, this Court cannot merely consider the subject Motion of
accused-movant Reyes alone. The subject Motion must be
viewed in light of previous pronouncements and findings made
by our Supreme Court, critical as they are. Failing which will
render inadequate any findings herein.

Although the factual findings of the Supreme Court
pertain to the bid of accused Napoles for bail, this Court finds
no sound reason not to adopt the same in resolving the Motion
for bail of accused-movant Reyes.



With the detailed testimonies of the whistleblowers on how
the entire scheme took place and despite the extensive cross-
examination conducted on them, their testimonies remain
trustworthy.

The fact that prosecution witnesses Luy, Sunas and Sula
never met accused-movant Reyes played no significant impact
on the reliability of their respective testimonies.

Relative to the testimony of prosecution witness COA
Commissioner Susan Garcia, this Court took exception on how
she detailed in their special audit the scheme employed which
was also substantively corroborated by the whistleblowers.

Although accused-movant Reyes did not sign any project
proposals, reports, memoranda and / or certificates of
acceptance, the fact remains that her signing the endorsement
letters triggered the start of the scheme (pp. 17-21, TSN,
November 28, 2017).

On the testimony of prosecution witness Tuason, this
Court cannot fault her for her inability to clearly remember
specific details of events that transpired over ten (10)years ago.
This Court, however, took exceptional note of her confirmations
that she made deliveries of kickbacks to accused-movant Reyes
in the years 2006 to 2009 and that she made these deliveries in
coffee shops and restaurants and sometimes in the house of
accused-movant Reyes. Prosecution witness Tuason has re-
echoed this vital portion ofher testimony since the time she was
called to testify.

This Court also remembers the affirmation of prosecution
witness Tuason, in ~er Supplemental Sworn Statement dated
February 21, 2014, where she indicated that - - Initially, I was
in charge of delivering the share of Senator Enrile to Atty. Gigi
Reyes, but later on, Ifound out that Janet Napoles dealt directly
with her.

In view of the foregoing, this Court finds the evidence
against accused-movant Reyes to be strong.

As a final cautionary note, it must be underscored that
this Resolution does not in any manner determine the ultimate
outcome of these cases. This Court is merely confronted with a
Motion for Bail and not a disposition of the cases after a trial on



the merits. There is still a long way to go and there will also be
other evidence that will eventually be presented by the parties.

It must, however, be emphasized that the court does not
try the merits or enter into any inquiry as to the weight that
ought to be given to the evidence against the accused, nor will
it speculate on the outcome of the trial or on what further
evidence may be offered therein (Ocampo vs. Bernabe 77 Phil
55 cited in Serapio vs. Sandiganbayan, 396 SeRA 443).

WHEREFORE, premises considered, the Motion for Bail
ad cautelam dated May 29,2017 filed by accused-movant Atty.
Jessica Lucila G. Reyes, through counsel, is hereby DENIED for
lack of merit.

o R. FERNANDEZ
ciate Justice


